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Abstract. Quantization of a Lagrangian field system essentially depends on its degener-
acy and implies its BRST extension defined by sets of non-trivial Noether and higher-stage
Noether identities. However, one meets a problem how to select trivial and non-trivial higher-
stage Noether identities. We show that, under certain conditions, one can associate to a de-
generate Lagrangian L the KT-BRST complex of fields, antifields and ghosts whose boundary
and coboundary operators provide all non-trivial Noether identities and gauge symmetries of
L. In this case, L can be extended to a proper solution of the master equation.
70S05, 70S20
1 Introduction
The BV quantization of Lagrangian field system essentially depends on its degener-
acy and implies its BRST extension given by the Koszul–Tate (henceforth KT) and
BRST complexes [1, 5, 6, 9]. These complexes are defined by sets of non-trivial
Noether identities (henceforth NI) and higher-stage NI. Any Euler–Lagrange oper-
ator satisfies NI which are separated into the trivial and non-trivial ones. These NI
obey first-stage NI, which in turn are subject to the second-stage NI, and so on. One
however meets a problem how to select trivial and non-trivial higher-stage NI.
Note that the notion of higher-stage NI has come from that of reducible con-
straints. The KT complex of NI has been invented similarly to that of constraints un-
der the condition that NI are locally separated into independent and dependent ones
[1, 6]. This condition is relevant for constraints, defined by a finite set of functions
which the inverse mapping theorem is applied to. However, NI unlike constraints
are differential equations. They are given by an infinite set of functions on a Fre´chet
manifold of infinite order jets where the inverse mapping theorem fails to be valid.
We consider a generic Lagrangian theory of even and odd variables on an n-
dimensional smooth real manifold X . It is described in terms of the Grassmann-
graded variational bicomplex [1, 3, 4, 8]. Accordingly, NI are represented by one-
cycles of a certain chain complex. Its boundaries are necessarily NI, called trivial.
Non-trivial NI modulo the trivial ones are given by first homology of this complex.
To describe (k + 1)-stage NI, let us assume that non-trivial k-stage NI are gener-
ated by a projective C∞(X)-module C(k) of finite rank and that a certain homology
condition (Definition 1) holds [4]. In this case, (k+ 1)-stage NI are represented by
(k + 2)-cycles of some chain complex of modules of antifields isomorphic to C(i),
1
i≤ k. Accordingly, trivial (k+1)-stage NI are defined as its boundaries. Iterating the
arguments, we come to the exact KT complex (16) with the boundary KT operator
(14) whose nilpotentness is equivalent to all non-trivial NI (Theorem 2) [4].
The inverse second Noether theorem (Theorem 3) that we prove associates to the
KT complex (16) the cochain sequence (20) the ( n∧T ∗X)-duals of the modules C(k)
whose elements are called ghosts. Components of its ascent operator (21), called
the gauge operator, are gauge and higher-stage gauge symmetries of an original La-
grangian L. The gauge operator need not be nilpotent. We show that, if it admits a
nilpotent extension (41), an original Lagrangian L is extended to a proper solution
of the master equation (36), which the BV quantization starts with. In this case, the
KT complex (16) and the cochain sequence (20) are combined into the KT-BRST
complex which is a desired BRST extension of an original Lagrangian field theory.
2 Lagrangian theory of even and odd fields
Let us consider a composite bundle F → Y → X where F → Y is a vector bundle
provided with bundle coordinates (xλ ,yi,qa). Jet manifolds JrF of F → X are also
vector bundles JrF → JrY coordinated by (xλ ,yiΛ,qaΛ), 0 ≤ |Λ| ≤ r, with respect to
linear frames {eΛa }, where Λ = (λ1...λk), |Λ| = k, denote symmetric multi-indices.
Let (JrY,Ar) be a graded manifold whose body is JrY and whose C∞(JrY )-ring of
graded functions Ar is generated by sections of the dual (JrF)∗ of JrF → JrY , i.e,
it is locally generated by the coframes {caΛ} dual of the frames {eΛa }. Let S ∗r [F;Y ]
be the differential graded algebra (henceforth DGA) of graded differential forms on
the graded manifold (JrY,Ar). There is the inverse system of jet manifolds Jr−1Y ←
JrY . Its projective limit is a Fre´chet manifold coordinated by (xλ ,yiΛ), 0 ≤ |Λ|. This
inverse system yields the direct system of DGAs
S
∗[F ;Y ]−→S ∗1 [F;Y ]−→·· ·S
∗
r [F ;Y ]−→·· · .
Its direct limit S ∗
∞
[F;Y ] is the DGA of all graded differential forms on graded mani-
folds (JrY,Ar). It contains the subalgebra O∗∞Y of all exterior forms on jet manifolds
JrY . It is an O0
∞
Y -algebra locally generated by elements (caΛ,dxλ ,dyiΛ,dcaΛ), 0≤ |Λ|.
The collective symbol (sA) further stands for the tuple (yi,ca), called a local basis for
the DGA S ∗
∞
[F ;Y ]. Let [A] = [sA] denote the Grassmann parity.
With this notation, a graded derivation of the R-ring S 0
∞
[F;Y ] takes the form
ϑ = ϑλ ∂λ + ∑
0≤|Λ|
ϑAΛ∂ ΛA , ∂ ΛA (sBΣ) = ∂ ΛA ⌋dsBΣ = δ BA δ ΛΣ . (1)
It yields the Lie derivative Lϑ φ = ϑ⌋dφ +d(ϑ⌋φ) of the DGA S ∗∞[F ;Y ]. In partic-
ular, the total derivatives are defined as the derivations
dλ = ∂λ + ∑
0≤|Λ|
sAλ+Λ∂ ΛA , dΛ = dλ1 · · ·dλk , λ +Λ = (λλ1...λk).
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The DGA S ∗
∞
[F;Y ] is split into the Grassmann-graded variational bicomplex
of modules S k,r
∞
[F;Y ] of r-horizontal and k-contact graded forms locally generated
by one-forms dxλ and θAΛ = dsAΛ − sAλ+Λdxλ [1, 3, 4, 8]. It contains the variational
subcomplex
0 →R−→S 0
∞
[F;Y ] dH−→S 0,1
∞
[F ;Y ] · · · dH−→S 0,n
∞
[F ;Y ] δ−→S 1,n
∞
[F;Y ], (2)
where dH(φ) = dxλ ∧Ldλ (φ) is the total differential and δ is the variational operator.
Lagrangians and Euler–Lagrange operators are defined as its even elements
L = L dnx ∈S 0,n
∞
[F ;Y ],
δL = θA∧EAdnx = ∑
0≤|Λ|
(−1)|Λ|θA∧dΛ(∂ ΛA L )dnx, (3)
The relevant cohomology of the variational bicomplex has been obtained [8, 11].
In particular, any variationally trivial (δ -closed) odd density L ∈ S 0,n
∞
[F ;Y ] is dH-
exact, and the form dL−δL is dH -exact for any density L ∈S 0,n∞ [F;Y ].
A graded derivation ϑ (1) is called a variational symmetry of a Lagrangian L if
the Lie derivative Lϑ L is dH-exact. We restrict our consideration to vertical contact
graded derivations ϑ vanishing on C∞(X) ⊂ S 0
∞
[F;Y ] and preserving the ideal of
contact forms of the DGA S ∗
∞
[F;Y ]. Such a derivation is the jet prolongation
ϑ = υA∂A + ∑
0<|Λ|
dΛυA∂ ΛA (4)
of its restriction υ = υA∂A to the ring S 0∞[F;Y ]. It obeys the relations ϑ⌋dH φ =
−dH(ϑ⌋φ), φ ∈S ∗∞ [F;Y ]. In particular, we have
Lϑ L = υ⌋δL+dHσ = υAEAdnx+dHσ (5)
for any Lagrangian L. It follows that ϑ (4) is a variational symmetry of L iff the form
υ⌋δL is dH -exact. A graded derivation ϑ (4) is called nilpotent if Lϑ (Lϑ φ) = 0 for
any horizontal form φ ∈S 0,∗
∞
[F ;Y ]. It is nilpotent only if it is odd and iff ϑ(υ) = 0.
For the sake of simplicity, the common symbol υ further stands for the graded
derivation ϑ (4), its summand υ , and the Lie derivative Lϑ . We agree to call υ the
graded derivation of the DGA S ∗
∞
[F ;Y ]. Its right graded derivations
←
υ =
←
∂ AυA are
also considered. One associates to any right graded derivation
←
υ =
←
∂ AυA the left one
υ l = (−1)[υ ][A]υA∂A, υ l( f ) = (−1)[υ ][ f ]υ( f ), f ∈S 0∞[F ;Y ].
3 KT complex of Noether identities
Let us start with the following notation. Given a vector bundle E → X , we call
E = E∗⊗
n
∧T ∗X the density-dual of E . The density dual of a graded vector bundle
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E = E0⊕E1 is E = E1⊕E0. Given a graded vector bundle E = E0⊕E1 over Y , we
consider the composite bundle E → E0 → X and denote P∗
∞
[E;Y ] = S ∗
∞
[E;E0].
Given a Lagrangian theory (S ∗
∞
[F;Y ],L), its Euler–Lagrange operator δL (3)
obeys NI defined by linear differential operators on the S 0
∞
[F;Y ]-module S 1,n
∞
[F;Y ]
whose kernels contain δL. To describe these NI let us consider the density-dual
V F =V ∗F⊗F
n
∧T ∗X of the vertical tangent bundle V F → F . We assume that F →Y
is a trivial vector bundle. In this case,
V F = (F ⊕V ∗Y ⊗
Y
n
∧T ∗X)⊕F
is a graded vector bundle over Y . Let us enlarge S ∗
∞
[F ;Y ] to the DGA P∗
∞
[V F;Y ]
with a local basis (sA,sA), [sA] = ([A]+1)mod 2. Its elements sA are called antifields
of antifield number Ant[sA] = 1. The DGA P∗∞[V F;Y ] is endowed with the nilpotent
right graded derivation δ =
←
∂ AEA. Then we have the chain complex
0← Imδ δ←−P0,n
∞
[V F;Y ]1
δ
←−P0,n
∞
[V F;Y ]2 (6)
of graded densities of antifield number ≤ 2. Its one-chains are linear differential
operators on S 1,n
∞
[F;Y ], and its one-cycles define the NI
δΦ = 0, Φ = ∑
0≤|Λ|
ΦA,ΛsΛAdnx ∈P0,n∞ [V F;Y ]1, (7)
∑
0≤|Λ|
ΦA,ΛdΛEAdnx = 0. (8)
Conversely, all NI (8) come from the cycles (7). In particular, one-chains Φ ∈
P0,n
∞
[V F;Y ]1 are necessarily NI if they are boundaries. Therefore, these NI are called
trivial. Accordingly, non-trivial NI modulo the trivial ones correspond to elements of
the first homology H1(δ ) of the complex (6) [4]. A Lagrangian L is called degenerate
if there are non-trivial NI.
Non-trivial NI obey first-stage NI. To describe them, let us assume that the mod-
ule H1(δ ) is finitely generated. Namely, there exists a projective C∞(X)-module
C(0) ⊂ H1(δ ) of finite rank possessing a local basis {∆r} such that any element
Φ ∈ H1(δ ) factorizes
Φ = ∑
0≤|Ξ|
Gr,ΞdΞ∆rdnx, ∆r = ∑
0≤|Λ|
∆A,Λr sΛA, Gr,Ξ,∆A,Λr ∈S 0∞[F;Y ], (9)
via elements of C(0). Thus, all non-trivial NI (8) result from the NI
δ∆r = ∑
0≤|Λ|
∆A,Λr dΛEA = 0. (10)
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By virtue of the Serre–Swan theorem, the module C(0) is isomorphic to a module
of sections of the density-dual E0 of some graded vector bundle E0 → X . Let us
enlarge P∗
∞
[V F;Y ] to the DGA P∗
∞
{0}=P∗
∞
[V F⊕Y E0;Y ] possessing a local basis
(sA,sA,cr) of Grassmann parity [cr] = ([∆r]+1)mod2 and antifield number Ant[cr] =
2. This DGA is provided with the odd right graded derivation δ0 = δ+
←
∂ r∆r which
is nilpotent iff the NI (10) hold. Then we have the chain complex
0 ← Imδ δ←P0,n
∞
[V F;Y ]1
δ0←P
0,n
∞
{0}2
δ0←P
0,n
∞
{0}3 (11)
of graded densities of antifield number ≤ 3. It possesses trivial homology H0(δ0) and
H1(δ0). Its two-cycles define the first-stage NI
δ0Φ = 0, Φ = G+H = ∑
0≤|Λ|
Gr,ΛcΛrdnx+ ∑
0≤|Λ|,|Σ|
H(A,Λ)(B,Σ)sΛAsΣBdnx,
∑
0≤|Λ|
Gr,ΛdΛ∆rdnx =−δH. (12)
However, the converse need not be true. One can show that NI (12) are cycles iff any
δ -cycle Φ∈P0,n
∞
[V F;Y ]2 is a δ0-boundary [4]. In particular, a cycle Φ is a boundary
if its summand G is δ -exact. Any boundary Φ ∈P0,n
∞
{0}2 necessarily defines first-
stage NI (12), called trivial. Accordingly, non-trivial first-stage NI modulo the trivial
ones are identified to elements of the second homology H2(δ0) of the complex (11).
Note that this definition is independent on specification of a generating module C(0).
Given a different one, there exists a chain isomorphism between the corresponding
complexes (11).
A degenerate Lagrangian is called reducible if there are non-trivial first-stage
NI. These obey second-stage NI, and so on. Iterating the arguments, we say that a
degenerate Lagrangian is N-stage reducible if the following hold [4].
(i) There are graded vector bundles E0, . . . ,EN over X , and the DGA P∗∞[V F;Y ]
is enlarged to the DGA
P
∗
∞
{N}= P∗
∞
[V F⊕
Y
E0⊕
Y
· · ·⊕
Y
EN ;Y ] (13)
with a local basis (sA,sA,cr,cr1 , . . . ,crN ) of antifield number Ant[crk ] = k+2.
(ii) The DGA (13) is provided with the nilpotent right graded derivation
δKT =
←
∂ AEA + ∑
0≤|Λ|
←
∂ r∆A,Λr sΛA + ∑
1≤k≤N
←
∂ rk ∆rk , (14)
∆rk = ∑
0≤|Λ|
∆rk−1,Λrk cΛrk−1 + ∑
0≤|Σ|,|Ξ|
(h(rk−2,Σ)(A,Ξ)rk cΣrk−2sΞA + ...), (15)
of antifield number -1, where the index k =−1 stands for sA.
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(iii) The module P0,n
∞
{N}≤N+3 of densities of antifield number ≤ (N+3) is split
into the exact KT chain complex
0 ← Imδ δ←−P0,n
∞
[V F;Y ]1
δ0←−P
0,n
∞
{0}2
δ1←−P
0,n
∞
{1}3 · · · (16)
δN−1
←−P
0,n
∞
{N−1}N+1
δKT←−P
0,n
∞
{N}N+2
δKT←−P
0,n
∞
{N}N+3
which satisfies the following homology condition.
DEFINITION 1. One says that the homology regularity condition holds if any δk<N-
cycle φ ∈P0,n
∞
{k}k+3 ⊂P
0,n
∞
{k+1}k+3 is a δk+1-boundary.
THEOREM 2. Given an N-reducible Lagrangian, the nilpotentness δ 2KT = 0 of the
KT operator (14) is equivalent to the non-trivial NI (10) and (k ≤ N)-stage NI
∑
0≤|Λ|
∆rk−1,Λrk dΛ( ∑
0≤|Σ|
∆rk−2,Σrk−1 cΣrk−2) =−δ ( ∑
0≤|Σ|,|Ξ|
h(rk−2,Σ)(A,Ξ)rk cΣrk−2sΞA). (17)
4 Inverse second Noether theorem
A gauge symmetry of a Lagrangian L is defined as a linear differential operator on
some projective C∞(X)-module of finite rank with values in the module of variational
symmetries of L. It can be described as follows [2, 3]. Let E0 → X be a graded vector
bundle. Let us enlarge the DGA S ∗
∞
[F;Y ] to the DGA P∗
∞
[F ⊕Y E0;Y ] possessing
a local basis (sA,cr) whose elements are called ghosts. A gauge symmetry of L is
an odd vertical contact graded derivation u of P0
∞
[F ⊕Y E0;Y ] which is a variational
symmetry of L. Any Lagrangian admits gauge symmetries. Let u(1) be a differential
operator on some projective C∞(X)-module of finite rank such that u◦u(1) is δ -exact.
It is called the first-stage gauge symmetry, and so on.
Different variants of the second Noether theorem relate reducible NI and gauge
symmetries [1, 2, 3, 7]. Given the DGA P∗
∞
{N} (13), let us consider the DGA
P
∗
∞
{N}= P∗
∞
[F⊕
Y
E0⊕
Y
· · ·⊕
Y
EN ;Y ], (18)
possessing a local basis (sA,cr,cr1 , . . . ,crN ), [crk ] = ([crk ]+1)mod2, and the DGA
P∗
∞
{N}= P∗
∞
[V F⊕
Y
E0⊕·· ·⊕
Y
EN⊕
Y
E0⊕
Y
· · ·⊕
Y
EN ;Y ] (19)
with a local basis (sA,sA,cr,cr1 , . . . ,crN ,cr,cr1 , . . . ,crN ). Their elements crk are called
ghosts of ghost number gh[crk ] = k + 1 and antifield number Ant[crk ] = −(k + 1).
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The DGAs P∗
∞
{N} (13) and P∗
∞
{N} (18) are subalgebras of P∗
∞
{N} (19). The KT
operator δKT (14) is naturally extended to a graded derivation of the DGA P∗∞{N}.
THEOREM 3. Given the KT complex (16), the module of graded densities P0,n
∞
{N}
is split into the cochain sequence
0→S 0,n
∞
[F ;Y ] ue−→P0,n
∞
{N}1 ue−→P0,n
∞
{N}2 ue−→·· · , (20)
ue = u+u(1)+ · · ·+u(N) = u
A ∂
∂ sA +u
r ∂
∂cr + · · ·+u
rN−1
∂
∂crN−1 , (21)
graded in the ghost number, where u (29) and u(k) (31), k = 1, . . . ,N, are the gauge
and higher-stage gauge symmetries of an original Lagrangian L.
Proof. Note that any tuple ( f ′, f Λ), |Λ| ≤ k, of local graded functions f ′, f Λ ∈
S 0
∞
[F;Y ] obeys the relations
∑
0≤|Λ|≤k
f ΛdΛ f ′dnx = ∑
0≤|Λ|≤k
(−1)|Λ|dΛ( f Λ) f dnx+dHσ , (22)
∑
0≤|Λ|≤k
(−1)|Λ|dΛ( f Λφ) = ∑
0≤|Λ|≤k
η( f )ΛdΛφ , (23)
η( f )Λ = ∑
0≤|Σ|≤k−|Λ|
(−1)|Σ+Λ|
(|Σ+Λ|)!
|Σ|!|Λ|! dΣ f
Σ+Λ, (η ◦η)( f )Λ = f Λ. (24)
Let us extend an original Lagrangian L to the Lagrangian
Le = L+L1 = L+ ∑
0≤k≤N
crk ∆rk dnx = L+δKT ( ∑
0≤k≤N
crk crk dnx) (25)
of zero antifield number. It is readily observed that the KT operator δKT is a varia-
tional symmetry of Le. It follows that
[
←
δ Le
δ sA
EA + ∑
0≤k≤N
←
δ Le
δcrk
∆rk ]dnx = [υAEA + ∑
0≤k≤N
υrk
δLe
δcrk ]d
nx = dHσ , (26)
υA =
←
δ Le
δ sA
= uA +wA = ∑
0≤|Λ|
crΛη(∆Ar )Λ + ∑
1≤i≤N
∑
0≤|Λ|
c
ri
Λη(
←
∂ A(hri))Λ,
υrk =
←
δ Le
δcrk
= urk +wrk = ∑
0≤|Λ|
c
rk+1
Λ η(∆
rk
rk+1)
Λ + ∑
k+1<i≤N
∑
0≤|Λ|
c
ri
Λη(
←
∂ rk(hri))Λ.
The equality (26) falls into the set of equalities
←
δ (cr∆r)
δ sA
EAdnx = uAEAdnx = dHσ0, (27)
[
←
δ (crk ∆rk)
δ sA
EA + ∑
0≤i<k
←
δ (crk ∆rk)
δcri
∆ri ]dnx = dHσk, k = 1, . . . ,N. (28)
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By virtue of the equality (27) and the formula (5), the graded derivation
u = uA
∂
∂ sA , u
A = ∑
0≤|Λ|
crΛη(∆Ar )Λ, (29)
of P0{0} is a variational and, consequently, gauge symmetry of a Lagrangian L
[3, 8]. Every equality (28) falls into a set of equalities graded by the polynomial
degree in antifields. Let us consider the equality, linear in antifields crk−2 . We have
[
←
δ
δ sA
(crk ∑
0≤|Σ|,|Ξ|
h(rk−2,Σ)(A,Ξ)rk cΣrk−2sΞA)EA +
←
δ
δcrk−1
(crk ∑
0≤|Σ|
∆r
′
k−1,Σ
rk cΣr′k−1) ∑
0≤|Ξ|
∆rk−2,Ξrk−1 cΞrk−2 ]d
nx = dH σk.
This equality is brought into the form
[ ∑
0≤|Ξ|
(−1)|Ξ|dΞ(crk ∑
0≤|Σ|
h(rk−2,Σ)(A,Ξ)rk cΣrk−2)EA +urk−1 ∑
0≤|Ξ|
∆rk−2,Ξrk−1 cΞrk−2 ]d
nx = dHσk.
Using the relation (22), we obtain the equality
[ ∑
0≤|Ξ|
crk ∑
0≤|Σ|
h(rk−2,Σ)(A,Ξ)rk cΣrk−2dΞEA +urk−1 ∑
0≤|Ξ|
∆rk−2,Ξrk−1 cΞrki−2]d
nx = dHσ ′k.
The variational derivative of both its sides with respect to crk−2 leads to the relation
∑
0≤|Σ|
dΣurk−1
∂
∂crk−1Σ
urk−2 = δ (αrk−2), (30)
αrk−2 =− ∑
0≤|Σ|
η(h(rk−2)(A,Ξ)rk )ΣdΣ(crk sΞA).
This is the k-stage gauge symmetry condition [3]. Thus, the odd graded derivations
u(k) = u
rk−1
∂
∂crk−1 , u
rk−1 = ∑
0≤|Λ|
c
rk
Λ η(∆
rk−1
rk )
Λ, k = 1, . . . ,N, (31)
are k-stage gauge symmetries. Graded derivations u (29), u(k) (31) form the ascent
gauge operator (20) of ghost number 1. It provides the cochain sequence (20).
Following the proof of Theorem 3, one can show that any C∞(X)-module of NI
yields a gauge symmetry of a Lagrangian. Since the gauge operator (21) need not
be nilpotent, the direct second Noether theorem can not be formulated in homology
terms. Therefore, gauge and higher-stage gauge symmetries are said to be non-trivial
if they are associated to non-trivial NI and higher-stage NI, respectively.
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With the gauge operator (21), the extended Lagrangian Le (25) takes the form
Le = L+ue( ∑
0≤k≤N
crk−1crk−1)dnx+L∗1 +dHσ , (32)
where L∗1 is a term of polynomial degree in antifields exceeding 1.
5 KT-BRST complex
The DGA P∗
∞
{N} (19) exemplifies a field-antifield theory of the following type [1, 9].
Let Z′→ Z →X be a composite bundle where Z′→ Z is a trivial vector bundle. Let us
consider the DGA P∗
∞
[V Z′;Z] with a local basis (za,za), where [za] = ([za]+1)mod 2.
Its elements za and za are called fields and antifields, respectively. Densities of this
DGA are endowed with the antibracket
{Ldnx,L′dnx}= [
←
δ L
δ za
δL′
δ za +(−1)
[L′]([L′]+1)
←
δ L′
δ za
δL
δ za ]d
nx. (33)
Furthermore, one associates to any Lagrangian Ldnx the odd graded derivations
υL =
←
E
a∂a =
←
δ L
δ za
∂
∂ za , υL =
←
∂ aEa =
←
∂
∂ za
δL
δ za , (34)
ϑL = υL +υ lL = (−1)[a]+1(
δL
δ za
∂
∂ za
+
δL
δ za
∂
∂ za
), (35)
ϑL(L′dnx) = {Ldnx,L′dnx}.
THEOREM 4. The following conditions are equivalent. (i) The antibracket of a
Lagrangian Ldnx is dH-exact, i.e.,
{Ldnx,Ldnx}= 2
←
δ L
δ za
δL
δ za d
nx = dH σ . (36)
(ii) The graded derivation υ (34) is a variational symmetry of a Lagrangian Ldnx.
(iii) The graded derivation υ (34) is a variational symmetry of Ldnx. (iv) The graded
derivation ϑL (35) is nilpotent.
Proof. By virtue of the formula (5), conditions (ii) and (iii) are equivalent to condition
(i). The equality (36) is equivalent to that the odd density ←E aEadnx is variationally
trivial. Replacing right variational derivatives
←
E
a with (−1)[a]+1E a, we obtain
2∑
a
(−1)[a]E aEadnx = dH σ .
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The variational operator acting on this relation results in the equalities
∑
0≤|Λ|
(−1)[a]+|Λ|dΛ(∂ Λb (E aEa)) = ∑
0≤|Λ|
(−1)[a][η(∂bE a)ΛEΛa +η(∂bEa)ΛE aΛ)] = 0,
∑
0≤|Λ|
(−1)[a]+|Λ|dΛ(∂ Λb(E aEa)) = ∑
0≤|Λ|
(−1)[a][η(∂ bE a)ΛEΛa +η(∂ bEa)E aΛ ] = 0.
Due to the identity (δ ◦δ )(L) = 0, η(∂BEA)Λ = (−1)[A][B]∂ ΛA EB, we obtain
∑
0≤|Λ|
(−1)[a][(−1)[b]([a]+1)∂ ΛaEbEΛa +(−1)[b][a]∂ Λa EbE aΛ ] = 0,
∑
0≤|Λ|
(−1)[a]+1[(−1)([b]+1)([a]+1)∂ ΛaE bEΛa +(−1)([b]+1)[a]∂ Λa E bE aΛ ] = 0,
for all Eb and E b. This is exactly condition (iv).
The equality (36) is called the master equation. For instance, any variationally
trivial Lagrangian satisfies the master equation.
Being an element of the DGA P∗
∞
{N} (19), an original Lagrangian L obeys the
master equation (36) and yields the graded derivations υL = 0, υL = δ (34). The
graded derivations (34) associated to the Lagrangian Le (25) are extensions
υe = ue +
←
δ L ∗1
δ sA
∂
∂ sA + ∑0≤k≤N
←
δ L ∗1
δcrk
∂
∂crk , υe = δKT +
←
∂
∂ sA
δL1
δ sA
of the gauge and KT operators, respectively. However, Le need not satisfy the master
equation. Therefore, let us consider its extension
LE = Le +L′ = L+L1 +L2+ · · · (37)
by means of even densities Li, i≥ 2, of zero antifield number and polynomial degree
i in ghosts. The corresponding graded derivations (34) read
υE = υe +
←
δ L ′
δ sA
∂
∂ sA + ∑0≤k≤N
←
δ L ′
δcrk
∂
∂crk , (38)
υE = υe +
←
∂
∂ sA
δL ′
δ sA + ∑0≤k≤N
←
∂
∂crk
δL ′
δcrk . (39)
A Lagrangian LE (37) where L+L1 = Le is called a proper extension of an original
Lagrangian L. The following is a corollary of Theorem 4.
COROLLARY 5. A Lagrangian L is extended to a proper solution LE (37) of the
master equation only if the gauge operator ue (20) admits a nilpotent extension.
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By virtue of condition (iv) of Theorem 4, this nilpotent extension is the derivation
ϑE = υE +υ lE (35), called the KT-BRST operator. With this operator, the module of
densities P0,n
∞
{N} is split into the KT-BRST complex
· · · → P0,n
∞
{N}2 → P0,n∞ {N}1 → P0,n∞ {N}0 → P0,n∞ {N}1 → P0,n∞ {N}2 → ··· . (40)
Putting all ghosts zero, we obtain a cochain morphism of this complex onto the KT
complex, extended to P0,n
∞
{N} and reversed into the cochain one. Letting all anti-
fields zero, we come to a cochain morphism of the KT-BRST complex (40) onto the
cochain sequence (20), where the gauge operator is extended to the antifield-free part
of the KT-BRST operator.
THEOREM 6. If the gauge operator ue (20) can be extended to a nilpotent graded
derivation
uE = ue +ξ = uA∂A + ∑
1≤k≤N
(urk−1 +ξ rk−1)∂rk−1 +ξ rN ∂rN (41)
of ghost number 1 by means of antifield-free terms of higher polynomial degree in
ghosts, then the master equation has a proper solution
LE = Le + ∑
1≤k≤N
ξ rk−1crk−1dnx = L+uE( ∑
0≤k≤N
crk−1 crk−1)dnx+dHσ . (42)
Proof. It is easily justified that, if the graded derivation uE (41) is nilpotent, then the
right hand sides of the equalities (30) equal zero. Using the relations (22) – (24),
one can show that, in this case, the right hand sides of the higher-stage NI (17) also
equal zero [3]. It follows that the summand Grk of each cocycle ∆rk (15) is δk−1-
closed. Then its summand hrk is also δk−1-closed and, consequently, δk−2-closed.
Hence it is δk−1-exact by virtue of the homology regularity condition. Therefore,
∆rk contains only the term Grk linear in antifields. It follows that the Lagrangian Le
(25) and, consequently, the Lagrangian LE (42) are affine in antifields. In this case,
we have uA =
←
δ A(Le), urk =
←
δ rk(Le) for all indices A and rk and, consequently,
uAE =
←
δ A(LE), urkE =
←
δ rk(LE), i.e., uE = υE is the graded derivation (38) defined
by the Lagrangian LE . Its nilpotency condition takes the form uE(
←
δ A(LE)) = 0,
uE(
←
δ rk(LE)) = 0. Hence, we obtain
uE(LE) = uE(
←
δ A(LE)sA +
←
δ rk(LE)crk) = 0,
i.e., uE is a variational symmetry of LE . Consequently, LE obeys the master equation.
COROLLARY 7. The gauge operator (20) admits the nilpotent extension (41) only if
gauge symmetry conditions (30) and the higher-stage NI (17) are satisfied off-shell.
In this case, the Lagrangian Le (25) is affine in antifields.
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The nilpotent extension (41) of the gauge operator is called the BRST operator.
It brings the cochain sequence (20) into the BRST complex.
By virtue of Corollary 7, the gauge operator ue is extended to the BRST operator
only if gauge symmetry conditions hold off-shell, i.e., ue(ue)= u(ue). Let us consider
a particular case when higher-stage gauge symmetries u(k) (31) are independent of
original fields sA, i.e., ue(ue) = u(u). In this case, the BRST operator uE (41) reads
uE = ue+ξ = ue+ξ r∂r, (u+ξ )(uA)= 0, (u+ξ )(ξ r)= 0, u(1)(ξ r)= 0. (43)
For instance, irreducible theories and Abelian reducible theories, where u(u) = 0,
are of this type. One can think of the first and second conditions (43) as being the
generalized commutation relations and the Jacobi identity, respectively [3]. It follows
from the second one that ξ is quadratic in ghosts. Moreover, if a gauge symmetry u
is polynomial in fields, then it is necessarily affine, and ξ is independent of original
fields. In Abelian reducible theories, the gauge operator ue itself is nilpotent. The
corresponding proper solution (42) of the master equation reads
LE = L+δKT ( ∑
0≤k≤N
crk crk dnx) = L+ue( ∑
0≤k≤N
crk−1crk−1)dnx+dHσ . (44)
6 Examples
1) Yang–Mills gauge theory exemplifies an irreducible degenerate Lagrangian the-
ory where uE (41) is the familiar BRST operator [9]. Let us consider Yang–Mills
supergauge theory where gauge symmetries form a finite-dimensional Lie superal-
gebra over C∞(X). Let G = G 0 ⊕G 1 be a real Lie superalgebra with a basis {er},
r = 1, . . . ,m, and real structure constants cri j. We denote [er] = [r]. Given the envelop-
ing algebra G of G , let us assume that there is an invariant even element hi jeie j of
G such that the matrix hi j is non-degenerate. The gauge theory of G on X = Rn is
described by the DGA S ∗[F;Y ] where
F = (X ×G )⊗T ∗X → (X ×G 0)⊗T ∗X → X .
Its basis is (arλ ), [a
r
λ ] = [r]. The Yang–Mills Lagrangian reads
LYM =
1
4
hi jηλ µηβνF iλβ F
j
µν dnx, F rλ µ = a
r
λ µ −a
r
µλ + c
r
i ja
i
λ a
j
µ .
Its Euler–Lagrange operator obeys the irreducible NI
crjia
i
λ E
λ
r +dλE λj = 0.
Therefore, we enlarge S ∗[F;Y ] to the DGA
P∗{0}= P∗[V F⊕
Y
E0⊕
Y
E0;Y ], E0 = X ×G0,
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whose basis (arλ ,c
r,aλr ,cr), [c
r] = ([r] + 1)mod2, [aλr ] = [cr] = [r], contains ghosts
cr of ghost number 1 and antifields aλr , cr of antifield numbers 1 and 2, respectively.
Then the gauge operator ue (20) and the Lagrangian Le (25) read
ue = (−c
r
jic
jaiλ + c
r
λ )
∂
∂arλ
, Le = LYM +(−crjic
jaiλ + c
r
λ )a
λ
r dnx.
The gauge operator ue admits the BRST extension
uE = ue +ξ = (−crjic jaiλ + crλ ) ∂∂arλ
−
1
2
(−1)[i]cri jcic j
∂
∂cr .
Then the proper solution (42) of the master equation takes the form
LE = LYM +(−cri jc
jaiλ + c
r
λ )a
λ
r dnx−
1
2
(−1)[i]cri jcic jcrdnx.
2) In contrast with Yang–Mills gauge theory, gauge symmetries of gravitation
theory fail to form a finite-dimensional Lie algebra. Gravitation theory can be formu-
lated as gauge theory on natural bundles over a four-dimensional manifold X . These
bundles admit the functorial lift τ˜ of any vector field τ on X such that τ 7→ τ is a Lie al-
gebra monomorphism. This lift is an infinitesimal generator of a local one-parameter
group of general covariant transformations. Dynamic variables of gauge gravitation
theory are linear connections and pseudo-Riemannian metrics on X . The first ones
are principal connections on the linear frame bundle LX of X . They are represented
by sections of the bundle CK = J1LX/GL(4,R). Pseudo-Riemannian metrics on X
are sections of the quotient bundle Σ = LX/O(1,3). The total configuration space of
gravitation theory Σ×CK, coordinated by (xλ ,σ αβ ,kµ α β ), admits the functorial lift
τ +(σ νβ ∂ντα +σ αν∂ντβ )
∂
∂σ αβ
+(∂νταkµ ν β −∂β τνkµ α ν −∂µτνkν α β +∂µβ τα)
∂
∂kµ α β
of vector fields τ on X [10]. Let a gravitation Lagrangian LMA on the jet manifold
J1(Σ×CK) be invariant under general covariant transformations. Then the variational
derivatives Eαβ , E µ α β of this Lagrangian obey the irreducible NI
−(σ αβλ +2σ
νβ
ν δ αλ )Eαβ −2σ νβ dνEλβ +(−kλ µ α β − kν µν β δ αλ + kβ µ α λ
+kµλ α β )E µ α β +(−kµ ν β δ αλ + kµ α λ δ νβ + kλ α β δ νµ )dνE µ α β +dµβE µ λ β = 0.
Taking the vertical part of vector fields τ˜ and replacing gauge parameters τλ with
ghosts cλ , we obtain the gauge operator ue and its nilpotent BRST prolongation
uE = (σ
νβ cαν +σ ανc
β
ν − c
λ σ αβλ )
∂
∂σ αβ +
(cαν kµ ν β − cνβ kµ
α
ν − c
ν
µkν α β + cαµβ − c
λ kλ µ α β )
∂
∂kµ α β
+ cλµc
µ ∂
∂cλ .
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Accordingly, an original gravitation Lagrangian LMA is extended to a proper solution
LE = LMA +(σ νβ cαν +σ ανc
β
ν − c
λ σ αβλ )σ αβ d
nx+
(cαν kµ ν β − cνβ kµ
α
ν − c
ν
µkν α β + cαµβ − c
λ kλ µ α β )k
µ
α
β dnx+ cλµcµcλ dnx
of the master equation where σ αβ , k
µ
α
β and cλ are the corresponding antifields.
3) Topological BF theory exemplifies an Abelian reducible degenerate Lagran-
gian theory which satisfies the homology regularity condition [2, 4]. Its dynamic
variables are exterior forms A and B of form degree |A|+ |B|= n− 1 on a manifold
X . They are sections of the bundle Y =
p
∧T ∗X ⊕
q
∧T ∗X , p+ q = n− 1, coordinated
by (xλ ,Aµ1...µp ,Bν1...νq). Without a loss of generality, let q be even and q ≥ p. The
corresponding DGA is O∗
∞
Y . There are the canonical p- and q-forms
A =
1
p!Aµ1...µpdx
µ1 ∧ ·· ·∧dxµp , B = 1
q!Bνp+1...νqdx
νp+1 ∧ ·· ·∧dxνp
on Y . A Lagrangian LBF = A∧ dHB leads to Euler–Lagrange equations dHA = 0,
dH B = 0 obeying NI dHdH A = 0, dHdH B = 0. Given the vector bundles
Ek =
p−k−1
∧ T ∗X×
X
q−k−1
∧ T ∗X , 0≤ k < p−1, Ep−1 =R×
X
q−p
∧ T ∗X ,
Ek =
q−k−1
∧ T ∗X , p−1 < k < q−1, Eq−1 = X ×R,
let us consider the DGA P∗
∞
{q−1} with a local basis
{Aµ1...µp ,Bνp+1...νq ,εµ2...µp , . . . ,εµp ,ε ,ξνp+2...νq , . . . ,ξνq ,ξ ,
Aµ1...µp ,Bνp+1...νq ,ε µ2...µp , . . . ,ε µp ,ε,ξ νp+2...νq , . . . ,ξ νq ,ξ}.
Then the gauge operator ue (20) reads
ue = dµ1εµ2...µp
∂
∂Aµ1µ2...µp
+dνp+1ξνp+2...νq ∂∂Bνp+1νp+2...νq
+[dµ2εµ3...µp
∂
∂εµ2µ3...µp
+ · · ·+dµpε
∂
∂ε µp ]
+[dνp+2ξνp+3...νq ∂∂ξνp+2νp+3...νq + · · ·+dνqξ
∂
∂ξ νq ].
This operator is obviously nilpotent and, thus, is the BRST operator. Consequently,
the proper extension of the Lagrangian LBF takes the form (44):
LE = LBF +[εµ2...µpdµ1A
µ1µ2...µp + εµ3...µpdµ2ε µ2µ3...µp + · · ·+ εdµpεµp ]dnx+
[ξνp+2...νqdνp+1Aνp+1νp+2...νq +ξνp+3...νqdνp+2ενp+2νp+3...νq + · · ·+ξ dνqενq ]dnx.
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